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This Article challenges a foundational assumption about eminent domain—namely, that owners are systematically undercompensated because they receive only fair market value for their property. In fact, scholars may have overstated the undercompensation problem because they have focused on the compensation required by the Constitution, rather than on the actual mechanics of the eminent domain process. The Article examines three ways that “Takers” (i.e., nonjudicial actors in the eminent domain process) minimize undercompensation. First, Takers may avoid taking high subjective value properties. (By way of illustration, Professor Garnett discusses evidence that Chicago’s freeways were rerouted in the 1950s to avoid urban Catholic churches.) Second, in addition to paying compensation for the condemned property, Takers frequently must pay additional compensation to property owners in the form of “relocation assistance.” Third, Takers and property owners may voluntarily settle on above-market compensation during precondemnation negotiations. (As an example, Professor Garnett includes an empirical case study of property acquired, under the threat of eminent domain, for a manufacturing facility in Indiana.) The Article concludes by reflecting upon current efforts to reform eminent domain legislatively. Prominent legal scholars recently have proposed compensation-based reforms as an alternative to constraints on the use of eminent domain. This Article rejects that suggestion, arguing that there are two problems, unique to takings raising “public use” questions, that more money cannot solve: first, high compensation levels may undermine political resistance to questionable projects; second, private takings may generate noninstrumental harms that will persist even as compensation increases.
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INTRODUCTION

At least thirty-five Catholic churches line Chicago’s Dan Ryan, Kennedy, and Stevenson Expressways. Driving through the city, it is easy to forget that these churches once served as the spiritual and social hearts of neighborhoods now buried under fourteen lanes of concrete. When the expressways were

---

1. This number is based upon my evaluation of a map prepared for the Sesquicentennial of the Archdiocese Chicago, which is on file with Notre Dame Law Library. This map does not include parishes closed prior to 1993, including several that are adjacent to the expressway. See Archdiocese of Chicago Parish Map, http://www.bigstickinc.com/map_parish.asp (last visited May 11, 2006). Interstate 90/94 is called the Dan Ryan Expressway southeast of central Chicago and the Kennedy Expressway to the northwest of the city. The urban portion of Interstate 55 is known as the Stevenson Expressway.
built in the mid-1950s, over two million Catholics lived in the Archdiocese of Chicago, more than half of them in densely populated urban neighborhoods like the ones dissected by these freeways. Yet, while expressway construction displaced thousands of parishioners, only five Catholic churches were destroyed. Planners assiduously avoided the Archdiocese’s four hundred other churches. And, when they did not, they were made to wish that they had: in several cases, the outcry over the news that parishes were threatened by highway construction led planners to reroute the expressways.

The history of Chicago’s expressway churches yields insights valuable to current debates over the use of eminent domain sparked by the recent *Kelo v. City of New London* opinion. In *Kelo*, a divided United States Supreme Court ruled that the public use limitation of the Fifth Amendment’s Takings Clause rarely prevents the government from taking property by eminent domain and transferring it to a private beneficiary. The holding in *Kelo* was not unexpected: in *Berman v. Parker* and again in *Hawaii Housing Authority v. Midkiff*, the Court had made clear that federal judicial review of eminent domain should be extremely deferential. Nonetheless, the opinion set off a firestorm of popular outrage, prompting federal and state efforts to impose legislatively the restrictions on eminent domain that the Supreme Court rejected in *Kelo*.

This Article takes up the recent suggestions by prominent scholars that more money is the "answer" to the public use problem. In an important amicus brief in the *Kelo* case, for example, Professor Thomas Merrill argued that "[a]djusting compensation awards to provide more complete indemnification would be a far more effective reform of the existing system of eminent domain than increasing federal judicial review of public use determinations." This suggestion builds upon the Supreme Court’s assertion that the Fifth Amendment’s "just compensation" guarantee requires only that a property owner receive the fair market value of her property—i.e., "‘what a willing buyer would pay in cash to a willing seller’ at the time of the taking." Several justices pressed the attorneys during oral argument in *Kelo* about whether


fair market value adequately compensates owners. Justice Souter commented, for example, that "what bothered Justice Breyer I guess bothers a lot of us. And that is, is there a problem of making the homeowner or the property owner whole?" The majority opinion, however, only mentioned the compensation issue in a footnote.

The possibility that property owners may be undercompensated in the eminent domain process is frequently cited in the literature discussing the public use problem. Some commentators—including myself—cite the potential for undercompensation as one reason that judicial policing of the boundary between "public" and "private" takings is needed. Others—most recently Professors James Krier and Christopher Serkin—have explicitly suggested additional compensation as an alternative to judicial review of public use claims. Most of the literature discussing the risk of undercompensation, however, ignores the important role that nonjudicial actors—"Takers," if you will—play in the eminent domain process. This Article begins to fill that gap. Understanding the role of Takers is important because judges play only a bit part in the eminent domain process. In the vast majority of cases, formal eminent domain proceedings are never commenced. The universal disregard for how eminent domain works outside of the courtroom may have led previous commentators—again, including me—to overstate the undercompensation problem.

Takers operate under incentives that may minimize the risk of undercompensation: They need to avoid holdouts and the political fallout from negative publicity. They are legally obligated to bargain with property owners and are penalized financially if these negotiations fail. And they almost always are legally required to provide substantial relocation assistance to displaced owners. While the evidence presented here is incomplete, this


11. Kelo, 125 S. Ct. at 2668 n.21 ("The amici raise questions about the fairness of the measure of just compensation. While important, these questions are not before us in this litigation." (citation omitted)).
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Article represents an important first step toward understanding how Takers may affect the nature and extent of the undercompensation problem.\(^\text{16}\)

This Article has both practical and theoretical components. Part I reviews why fair market value compensation may fail to indemnify owners fully for their losses. Parts II, III, and IV then discuss three ways in which Takers may act to minimize the risk of undercompensation. Part II discusses the possibility that Takers sometimes simply avoid taking property that has high subjective value. By way of illustration, this Part examines historical evidence that Chicago's expressway planners intentionally avoided demolishing urban Catholic churches. Part III discusses state and federal laws that require Takers to pay more than fair market value when property owners are displaced by eminent domain. The extent of these legislative guarantees has been overlooked in the legal literature, perhaps because commentators have failed to understand the extent to which "relocation assistance" requirements provide substantial compensation above the fair market value award. Part IV examines the precondemnation bargaining process. Not only are Takers legally obligated to attempt to negotiate a voluntary purchase before resorting to a formal eminent domain proceeding, but they operate under legal and financial incentives that strongly encourage them to succeed. As a result, they may offer property owners more than market value for their property in order to avoid costly eminent domain proceedings. Because the opaque and decentralized nature of the bargaining process makes data collection and analysis difficult, this Part studies one county's successful effort to purchase, without the threatened resort to eminent domain, fifty-two parcels of land for a large manufacturing facility near my home in South Bend, Indiana.

Finally, Part V uses an emerging understanding of Takers' role to ask whether—and how—eminent domain law should be changed. This question is critical because *Kelo* has prompted widespread legislative efforts to reform eminent domain practices. While most of the state and federal proposals under consideration would impose substantive limits on the eminent domain power, noted scholars—as discussed previously—have suggested that reforms should instead guarantee additional compensation. Learning how Takers may minimize the risk of undercompensation undercuts the theoretical foundation for both kinds of reforms. Both proponents of additional compensation and advocates for a stronger public use rule rely in part on the assumption that undercompensation is a significant problem. If, as this Article's preliminary analysis suggests, the risk of undercompensation has been overstated, perhaps the status quo is less problematic than commonly assumed. This final Part draws upon the two most notorious "economic development" takings in recent years—the destruction of Detroit's Poletown community and the redevelopment effort at issue in *Kelo*—to argue

---

that a case for substantive limits can be made even if owners receive more than fair market value. Specifically, this Part explores two problems raised by takings posing public use questions that more money may not solve. First, although conventional economic analysis suggests that higher compensation levels will limit the exercise of eminent domain, the deterrence effect of higher compensation is unclear. As William Fischel has recently observed, providing above-market compensation might instead undermine effective political resistance to questionable projects.17 Second, private takings may generate unique noninstrumental, or "dignitary," harms—resulting from the nature of the government’s action rather than the value that an owner attaches to the property—that could cause the undercompensation risk to persist even as compensation levels increase.

I. UNJUST COMPENSATION?

A central difficulty with all compulsory takings, whatever their purpose, is that the constitutionally mandated measure of compensation awarded in an eminent domain action—that is, the condemned property's fair market value18—can fail to indemnify owners fully. As Lee Fennell has helpfully described, the losses suffered by an owner whose property is taken by eminent domain may have both a "compensated increment" (the fair market value award) and an "uncompensated increment" (the owner’s losses exceeding that award).19 The amount of—and reasons for—the "uncompensated increment" depend on each owner’s unique circumstances, as outlined below.

A. Economic Losses

A fair market value award does not compensate an owner for relocation expenses, goodwill associated with a business’s location, or the cost of replacing the condemned property.20 These types of losses work to the particular detriment of small business owners: some find that they are unable to reopen after they are displaced by eminent domain, while others relocate but subsequently fail.21 Fair market value compensation can also generate significant losses for residents, especially when they are unable to secure comparably affordable replacement housing. Residential tenants may find themselves in a particularly difficult situation because condemnation of

a leasehold usually terminates a lease, rendering the remaining portion of the tenant’s lease valueless. During the urban renewal era, for example, Professor Frank Michelman spoke of the “violent unfairness” of tenants’ forced displacements. Black tenants—who were frequently targeted for displacement—could find themselves in a particularly desperate situation. Continued migration from the rural South led to overcrowding in those black neighborhoods that were not demolished, and systematic housing discrimination kept white areas off-limits. While most of those displaced eventually found replacement housing, many ended up paying more for living arrangements that were not appreciably better than those they had lost.

Eminent domain also deprives owners of the gains from trade that a market transaction might generate. Property rule protection provides complete protection against undercompensation in the normal market setting by enabling owners to hold out for their reservation price. Thus, the inability to say “no” unquestionably leaves many owners worse off than if they would have been permitted to freely negotiate a purchase price. Indeed, the need to avoid holdouts strategically seeking unjust gains from trade is frequently cited as a significant justification for the use of eminent domain to assemble land for large projects, both public and private.

B. Subjective Losses

Additionally, an owner may value her property more than the market price reflects. Experimental economics suggests that possession alone increases an owner’s valuation of her property. This “endowment effect” has


24. Kelo v. City of New London, 125 S. Ct. 2655, 2686-87 (2005) (Thomas, J., dissenting) (noting that the families displaced by urban renewal were disproportionately nonwhite and poor).

25. Frieden & Sagalyn, supra note 21, at 29-30.

26. Id. at 33 (noting that the typical residents displaced by urban renewal paid 20% more rent after being relocated; subsequent studies found that from one-fourth to one-half of displaced families lived in substandard housing despite a substantial rent increase). Studies of the problems faced by displaced households are summarized in Chester W. Hartman, Relocation: Illusory Promises and No Relief, 57 VA. L. REV. 745, 781-817 (1971).

27. See Fennell, supra note 19, at 966.

28. See infra notes 272-275 and accompanying text.

29. See, e.g., Merrill, supra note 13, at 74-75; see also Kohl v. United States, 91 U.S. 367, 371 (1875) (“If the right to acquire property for such uses may be made a barren right by the unwillingness of property-holders to sell . . . the government is dependent for its practical existence upon the will . . . of a private citizen.”).

30. See, e.g., Epstein, supra note 12, at 183; see also Merrill, supra note 13, at 83.

been demonstrated in experiments showing that individuals consistently demand more to part with an entitlement than they would be willing to pay for it in the first instance. While this “offer-ask” disparity only trivially affects most markets, it is greatest for episodic events such as an eminent domain action. This has led experimental economists to advocate above-market compensation whenever property is acquired through eminent domain.

An owner’s sentimental attachment to her property may widen the disparity between subjective value and market value. This portion of the uncompensated increment is explored most completely in the work of Margaret Radin, who has argued that certain property becomes inextricably intertwined with an owner’s personhood. The offer-ask dichotomy provides a partial, but incomplete, explanation for this phenomenon. Owners may identify property with important family relationships; for example, “We raised our family here.” Moreover, property usually situates an owner within a community. Displacement uproots the owner, forcing her to sever important social ties. Whatever the precise metaphysics of geography and community, the subjective losses associated with such displacements undoubtedly pull the heartstrings. Intuitively, there is something palpably different about the destruction of an entire community—the whole being greater than the sum of the parts.

The subjective losses imposed by geographic separation from neighbors undoubtedly increase with the cohesiveness of the affected community and the scale of the displacement. For this reason, community losses may have been the greatest tragedy of the urban renewal/expressway era. Forced displacements destroyed many close-knit urban communities and “created


33. See FISCHEL, supra note 22, at 208–09.


nothing less than a life crisis” for residents. As Bernard Frieden and Lynne Sagalyn have noted, “planners had a knack for picking low-income neighborhoods where residents had deep attachments to friends, relatives, neighbors, churches, schools, and local businesses.” Many of these neighborhoods were ethnic Catholic enclaves, like those divided by Chicago’s freeways, where social and religious lives centered around geographically based parishes. As a result, residents were rooted in their neighborhood to an extent difficult for modern sensibilities to comprehend. It is hardly surprising, therefore, that long-term studies found that many residents displaced from such neighborhoods suffered severe psychological trauma. Herbert Gans’s classic study of Boston’s West End found that 46% of women and 38% of men suffered “fairly severe grief” after their community was destroyed. Residents of the Southwest Washington, D.C., community destroyed for the urban renewal project at issue in Berman reported suffering a similar emotional toll.

C. Dignitary Harms

“There is just something about land that makes you think that when you own it, it is really, really yours.” Perhaps for this reason, individuals whose property is taken by eminent domain may suffer what can be broadly categorized as noninstrumental “dignitary harms” resulting from the nature of the government’s action, rather than from the owner’s subjective attachment to her property. Owners may feel unsettled and vulnerable when they learn that the government plans to take their property. Eminent domain obviously eviscerates the physical autonomy guaranteed by the boundaries of private property. A compulsory taking deprives an owner of her “most essential right” to exclude others—including, especially, the government—from her property. Expanding the scope of the takings power may increase all property owners’ feelings of vulnerability. As Justice O’Connor observed in Kelo, “The specter of condemnation hangs over all property. Nothing is to

37. Frieden & Sagalyn, supra note 21, at 34.
38. Id. at 33.
40. See Daniel Thursz, Where Are They Now 100-01 (1966).
42. See, e.g., Carol M. Rose, Property as the Keystone Right?, 71 Notre Dame L. Rev. 329, 345 (1996).
prevent the State from replacing any Motel 6 with a Ritz-Carlton, any home with a shopping mall, or any farm with a factory. 44

To the extent that property owners also may attach independent, noninstrumental significance to the economic autonomy that property guarantees, its loss also increases the uncompensated increment. 45 As discussed more completely below, the loss of economic autonomy may be particularly upsetting in the economic development context, for two related reasons. First, owners may be offended by the government's implicit suggestion that the current use of their property is less than socially optimal and that some other private owner would put it to a "better" use. Moreover, the targets of eminent domain may not share in the generated benefits that are used to justify economic development projects. The original owner does not directly recoup any of these benefits because the fair market value is calculated before those benefits accrue. She may not indirectly benefit either if her relocation removes her from the affected community. 46

Second, property owners also may feel that the government has treated them unfairly vis-à-vis others whose property was not taken. The regulatory takings literature suggests that the need for compensation is highest when "the government's aims could have been achieved in many ways but the means chosen placed losses on an individual ... ." 47 Yet, every exercise of eminent domain "singles out" individual property owners to bear the cost of broader societal goals. 48 The government usually chooses from a range of policy alternatives to advance its policy goals. Moreover, when the government decides to exercise the power of eminent domain, Takers usually have total discretion to select which properties to condemn and which to spare. The knowledge that the government could have advanced its plans by taking someone else's property may leave property owners asking, "Why me?" This reality is vividly illustrated by Chicago's expressways: when planners rerouted the freeway to avoid demolishing a church, they instead destroyed homes that would have been spared according to the original plans.

II. AVOIDING SUBJECTIVE LOSSES: CHICAGO'S EXPRESSWAY CHURCHES

Academic discussions tend to assume that there are two ways to minimize the risk of undercompensation. The first solution is substantive limits on the use of eminent domain. Margaret Radin has argued, for example, that "personal"—as opposed to "fungible"—property should be entitled to spe-

45. Fennell, supra note 19, at 967.
46. See infra notes 265–270 and accompanying text.
48. Durham, supra note 14, at 1306.
cial protection from condemnation. And Thomas Merrill has argued that the courts should carefully scrutinize the decision to exercise the power of eminent domain when the risk of subjective loss is particularly high. The second solution, which is discussed in more detail in Part III, is more money—that is, above-market compensation in appropriate circumstances. The academic commentary on eminent domain to date has completely overlooked a third possibility: Takers simply may avoid taking properties with high subjective value. They have important incentives to do so. Owners who are sentimentally attached to their properties may be more likely to resist Takers’ voluntary overtures. Their strong attachment may also cause them to generate unwanted—and potentially effective—political opposition to the government’s plans. The complete lack of attention to this dynamic is unsurprising, but unfortunate. It is unsurprising because the government usually owes a property owner nothing until it takes her property—which is why most of the “takings” literature concentrates on discerning when a taking has occurred, rather than how much is owed once it has. It is unfortunate because, as the “singling out” insight illustrates, the government’s plans frequently are flexible. That is, it can pursue policy objectives by various means, and, in the eminent domain context, with different parcels of property. The following discussion uses a historical case study—the preservation of Chicago’s expressway churches—to explore how Takers can exercise this flexibility to minimize subjective losses. While a complete understanding of precondemnation planning requires more comprehensive study, the story of Chicago’s expressway churches provides an opportunity to reflect on how Takers’ planning decisions affect the extent of the undercompensation problem.

A. Political Rallying Points

Chicago’s expressways were constructed at a time when America’s urban landscapes were being reshaped on a massive scale by unparalleled government intervention. City planners, municipal leaders, and federal officials alike

50. Merrill, supra note 13, at 84.
51. See infra Part III.
52. See, e.g., Abraham Bell & Gideon Parchomovsky, Givings, 111 YALE L.J. 547, 558–59 (2001) (describing noncompensable “derivative takings” resulting from government’s action on neighboring property). Under certain narrow circumstances, the government may be required to compensate owners who have not lost title to or possession of their property. Regulatory takings are the most obvious example. The government may also be required to compensate owners for economic losses resulting from a threatened condemnation, see 4 PATRICK J. ROHAN & MELVIN A. RESKIN, NICHOLS ON EMINENT DOMAIN § 12B.17 (3d ed. 2006) (condemnation blight), and to provide “severance damages” when a partial physical taking decreases the value of an owner’s remaining property, see, e.g., United States v. 15.65 Acres of Land, 689 F.2d 1329, 1331–33 (9th Cir. 1982).
hoped to rectify the problem of urban "blight" primarily through the whole-
sale destruction and reconstruction of existing
neighborhoods. Beginning in the 1940s, the federal urban renewal program underwrote the widespread
exercise of eminent domain by local governments to condemn blighted areas
and to sell the properties to private investors at bargain-basement prices.
Urban renewal efforts displaced hundreds of thousands of families and tens
of thousands of businesses. Several hundred thousand more families were
displaced during the same period to make way for the interstate highway
system. 

Initially, Catholics—in Chicago and elsewhere—supported urban re-
newal, for both practical and ideological reasons. As Steven Avella has
described, in Chicago the Great Depression and World War II were "glaciers
freezing the urban landscape." The resulting overcrowding made urban
renewal projects particularly attractive to urban Catholics. Not only was
Catholic teaching generally sympathetic to economic intervention by the
government, but Church leaders predicted that renewal projects would first
provide jobs, and later housing, for their flock. The growing realization
that urban renewal would demolish some Catholic neighborhoods and
threaten others with unwanted integration, however, tempered this enthusi-
asm. Chicago's Cardinal Stritch appointed a priest to monitor urban
renewal activities and to serve as a liaison between the Church and govern-
ment officials concerned with urban policy.

The Catholic response to expressway construction in Chicago was more
haphazard. Cardinal Stritch attempted to deal with the expressways as he
had with urban renewal—by appointing Father James Doyle to oversee their
construction. But Doyle was overextended, and individual parish priests and
ethnic groups were left to negotiate with expressway planners to protect
their parishes from the wrecking ball. These negotiations were critically
important to threatened religious congregations. For urban Catholics in the
1950s, parishes were more than church buildings—they were the geographic

54. Freiden & Sagalyn, supra note 21, at 16 (noting that planners believed that the exist-
ing cities were obsolete and that "[t]o replace the obsolete city with this new vision would mean
tearing down much of what was there"); Lewis Mumford, From the Ground Up 226–29 (1956).
55. For an examination of the scope of the exercise of eminent domain powers during urban
renewal, see Michael R. Klein, Eminent Domain: Judicial Response to the Human Disruption, 46 J.
Urb. Law 1, 7 (1968).
56. Freiden & Sagalyn, supra note 21, at 29.
57. Avella, supra note 3, at 187.
58. Id. at 188–89.
62. Avella, supra note 3, at 198.
63. See id. at 216–17 (noting that Father Doyle also was, somewhat ironically, the Archdioc-
esan director for displaced persons from Iron Curtain countries).
building blocks of community life. As historian John McGreevy has observed, "Catholics used the parish to map out—both physically and culturally—space within all of the northern cities." Identity with the parish was so complete that when asked "Where are you from?" most Catholics would respond with their parish name rather than their addresses or the name of their neighborhood. In Chicago, residents identified in a particularly strong way to their neighborhood and parish. "The 'City of Neighborhoods' was in certain areas more a 'City of Parishes.'" Ideally, churches were placed no more than one mile apart, so that a church would fall within walking distance of all of the homes within the parish boundaries. Other, "national" parishes, which served non-English-speaking immigrants, frequently were located within the boundaries of "territorial" parishes.

Parish life was "disciplined and local." Catholic doctrine held that the parish church was responsible for all of the souls within its territorial boundaries. Not surprisingly, parish priests sought to cultivate a geographic "rootedness" among their flock. Parishes were massive operations, which included a church, a parochial school, a convent, and dozens of formal social organizations. Parishioners were expected to attend mass each week, to send their children to the parish school, and to contribute socially and financially to the life of the parish. Priests encouraged—even commanded—parishioners to purchase homes within the parish boundaries; they sponsored parish festivals and visited the homes of all of their parishioners at least once a year. Some pastors even refused to visit neighboring parishes. In the national parishes, this geographic connection to a parish was undoubtedly reinforced by the link between religious life and ethnicity, but territorial parishes commanded intense loyalty as well. As one Chicago resident observed, "There

64. McGreevy, supra note 59, at 15; see also Jay P. Dolan, In Search of American Catholicism 130 (2002).


66. See Avella, supra note 3, at 187.

67. McMahon, supra note 65, at 114.

68. In Chicago, the "territorial" parishes tended to be de facto Irish parishes, as other ethnicities were drawn to "national" churches. See id. at 18.

69. McGreevy, supra note 59, at 15.

70. Id. at 10.

71. For a fascinating account of how Catholic parish structure contributed to this "rootedness," see Gerald Gamm, Urban Exodus: Why the Jews Left Boston and the Catholics Stayed (1999).

72. McGreevy, supra note 59, at 15.

73. Id.

74. Id. at 9–10.
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was no reason to stretch out to any other place . . . because you had that wide territory of your own people.”

Against this backdrop, it is easy to imagine the emotion generated by news that a parish church was slated for demolition or even that a highway might divide a parish geographically. At one point, the Department of Public Works announced plans to reroute the Kennedy Expressway through St. Stanislaus Kostka Church and school. This proposal enraged Chicago’s Polish Catholics—the Archdiocese’s most important ethnic minority. If, as historians argue, the national parish was “the most important Polish-American institution,” then St. Stanislaus Kostka was the most important national parish in the most Polish of all American cities. Established in 1867, it was the largest Catholic parish in the world by the turn of the twentieth century. The parish website claims that St. Stanislaus was, at the time, “the largest parish in the United States, if not the world, with 8,000 families, totaling 40,000 people” and that it remains “the mother Catholic Church of Polish parishes.” The neighborhood surrounding the church, known as Stanislawowo (later Kostkaville), was the first settled by Polish immigrants in the nineteenth century and played a large role in the cultural life of Chicago’s Polish community. Upon learning that the church was threatened by the expressway, the Polish community quickly organized to oppose the demolition and demanded that Cardinal Stritch intervene to save its church. Accounts of exactly why the church and school buildings were spared differ. It is clear, however, that Stritch personally approached the governor of Illinois and that the expressway was subsequently rerouted. William Stratton, governor at the time, later claimed that he personally made the decision to spare the church.

According to historian Steven Avella, expressway routes were altered at least three other times to preserve the geographic integrity of parish boundaries. Interestingly, in none of these cases was the actual parish church threatened. Motorists on the Dan Ryan veer around “Gallery Bend”—named for John Ireland Gallery, pastor of St. Cecilia’s parish—near 45th Street on

75. McMahon, supra note 65, at 114 (quoting parishioner Mildred Joyce).
79. Compare John Iwicki, Resurrection Charism: A History of the Congregation of the Resurrection, Volume III: 1932–1965, at 257–58 (1991) (asserting that the rerouting resulted “[after a great deal of discussion and flexing of political muscle”], with William Braden, Expressway Churches: Kennedy, Ryan Bend to Polish-Catholic Clout, Chi. Trib., Apr. 11, 1993, at 38 (speculating that Kennedy was rerouted to spare the ancestral home of former Congressman Dan Rostenkowski, which was across the street from the church), and Wes Smith & Jack Houston, Things Looking Up at Holy Trinity: Once Marked for Closing, Church Enters ’87 with Mission, Chi. Trib., Jan. 2, 1987, at C19 (“The Chicago City Council spared the churches when it was discovered that routing the highway around them would be cheaper than cutting through them.”).
80. Braden, supra note 79, at 38.
the city's South Side. Gallery vociferously objected upon learning that the expressway would dissect his parish and, apparently, succeeded in getting the road moved to the edge of the parish boundaries. Two bends in the Kennedy were made at the behest of Monsignor William Gorman of Resurrection parish, who also objected to plans to divide his parish, and Monsignor John D. Fitzgerald of Ascension parish, who killed plans for an off-ramp into his parish. Perhaps not surprisingly, all three of these men served on the Archdiocese's steering committee for "neighborhood conservation," and Gallery was a leader in efforts to preserve neighborhood stability and to prevent the mass exodus of white residents in the face of integration.

B. The Few and the Many

Some commentators, notably William Fischel, have asserted that the political process often can effectively police the exercise of eminent domain. A similar assumption is reflected in the Supreme Court's deferential public use review: the Court assumes that the political process is better equipped than the judiciary to determine when an exercise of eminent domain will serve the public interest. The preservation of expressway churches provides an opportunity to think critically about the related question of whether, and when, political actors can be expected to refrain from the use of eminent domain. Political actors are likely to be most responsive to the concerns of political insiders like Father Gallery (of Gallery Bend), who wrote a letter to parish priests during the late 1950s advising that "a little 'muscle' on the right person has always gotten more results than headlines in the paper." And, as Justice O'Connor observed in her Kelo dissent, the city of New London opted not to acquire the Italian Dramatic Club—a well connected political organization—despite its plans to demolish the adjacent structures.

That highway planners in mid-twentieth century Chicago avoided demolishing Catholic churches is hardly surprising. Neil Komesar has described a "two-force" political model, in which democratic actors are prone to both majoritarian and minoritarian biases, leading to both the "fear

---

81. See Avella, supra note 3, at 217. St. Cecilia's parish was demolished in 1972. Id. at 210.
82. Id. at 217.
83. Id.
84. Id. at 211–14.
85. See Fischel, supra note 22, at 73–75.
of the few” and the “fear of the many.” In Chicago, the individuals who rallied to save expressway churches were, in a sense, both the few and the many—both majoritarian and minoritarian forces favored church preservation. Not only did Catholics make up a majority of the city’s voters, and certainly Democratic voters, but church preservation efforts were characterized by the close social connections and intense focus that frequently correlates with successful political action.

That Catholics could flex majoritarian muscle in 1950s Chicago is beyond question: the city’s powerful Irish Catholic mayor, Richard J. Daley, undoubtedly preferred, when possible, to avoid disrupting the spiritual lives of thousands of co-religionists—who also happened to vote Democratic. He not only coveted their votes, but also understood the centrality of the parish in their lives. Mayor Daley’s own Nativity parish, which held his “deepest loyalties,” was located only a few blocks from Father Gallery’s St. Cecilia Church. Thus, while it is impossible to know with certainty what factors influenced the original freeway plans, there are reasons to assume that many expressway churches were saved, ex ante, by planners. After all, the Catholic Church was a player in the urban renewal and expressway planning process. Moreover, Mayor Daley was the chair of a Transportation Advisory Group, which, in the mid-1960s, issued guidelines indicating that “parish boundaries” should be considered when determining freeway routes.

Majoritarian clout is not the sine qua non of successful political advocacy, however. Another important lesson of the Chicago expressway churches may be that high subjective values may correlate with successful efforts by smaller, narrowly-focused coalitions to prevent takings. Subjective attachment to property provides an incentive to oppose takings and increases the intensity of the opposition. Because Takers will reasonably prefer the path of least resistance, this intensity may correlate with political success. If so, Takers can be expected to minimize the risk of undercompensation with avoidance. Figure 1 suggests three possible graphical representations of this dynamic, each suggesting that the likelihood of avoidance is some function of the owner’s political influence and subjective attachment to her property. Note that, in each scenario, while Takers may be influenced to a greater or lesser degree by an owner’s political influence and/or her subjective attachment, each of the three curves (A, B, C) are hypothetical representations of the likelihood of avoidance, which increases as the owner’s political influence
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and subjective attachment to her property increase. All three curves predict that Takers are least likely to avoid low subjective value property owned by the politically powerless; they are most likely to avoid high subjective value property owned by the politically connected. Because Chicago's parish churches fell into this latter category, it is not surprising that most were bypassed during expressway construction.

This two-dimensional representation, however, neglects a third important factor influencing the Takers' decision to preserve Chicago's expressway churches: namely, the parishes' collective importance to tight-knit communities, which made them natural rallying points for collective action. While the episodic nature of physical takings may disadvantage property owners in the political process, public choice theory also teaches that political actors are particularly responsive to cohesive, well-organized, and narrowly-focused coalitions like those that characterized parish-preservation efforts. Indeed, Daniel Farber could have been describing Chicago parishes when he suggested that some groups of residents may be uniquely positioned to successfully oppose a taking:

They form a small group (relative to the electorate, at least) and often have high stakes (since they are about to have large amounts of property seized by the state). They also have the advantage of sharing a geographical

---


connection, and that proximity makes it easier to form into a group and to identify them in the first place. As neighbors, they are likely to have community ties that make organization easier.96

Just as the subjective value that Catholics attached to parishes undoubtedly increased the intensity of church-preservation efforts, so also did the affected communities' cohesiveness reduce impediments to organization.

The lesson of Chicago's expressway churches therefore might be better represented in three dimensions, reflected in Figure 2. Takers are most likely to avoid a property characterized by all three (represented in the triple shaded area): a high subjective value property, important to a cohesive community of politically powerful owners. Saint Stanislaus Kostka's importance to Chicago's Polish community led to the rapid organization of an intense "Save the Church" campaign; and the Church's political influence undoubtedly made it difficult for the governor to say no to Cardinal Stritch's direct request for intervention.

**FIGURE 2**

![Diagram showing three dimensions: Political Influence, Subjective Value, Community Cohesiveness]

Takers also have significant incentives to avoid properties that fall into any of the three double-shaded areas: (1) high subjective value property owned by the politically powerful; (2) properties owned by members of politically influential, cohesive communities; and (3) high subjective value properties owned by members of cohesive groups, regardless of their political influence. For example, the decision to spare churches in other cities during massive demolition efforts provides anecdotal evidence that political actors may avoid condemning properties that fall into the double-shaded area at the bottom of the diagram—properties that are highly valued by an

entire community. The Poletown battle is case in point. The fight was spearheaded by a religious leader, Father Joseph Karasiewicz, and centered around the Immaculate Conception Catholic Church. Although the Poles were not politically powerful in Detroit, the effort was partially successful: General Motors actually offered to spend millions of dollars to move and refurbish Immaculate Conception Church and then give it back to the Archdiocese of Detroit. The Archdiocese, which supported the Poletown project, rejected the offer, citing the decline in parish membership and the availability of other parishes to serve the city’s Polish community. It is reasonable to assume that any of the three factors portrayed in the Venn diagram—political influence, subjective value, or community cohesiveness—increases the likelihood of Taker avoidance, although they certainly do not guarantee it.

C. The Limits of Avoidance

Both Figures 1 and 2 suggest why the political process alone will not eliminate the undercompensation problem. Importantly, Takers may be less likely to avoid private homes than property valued highly by a cohesive community because targets of ad hoc physical invasions will be unorganized and therefore disadvantaged in the political process. Homeowners may lack a communal rallying point that the parish church represented in post-war Chicago. By sparing expressway churches, Chicago’s political process may have reduced the subjective losses resulting from highway construction, but it did not eliminate them. Many parishioners lost their homes, and others suffered what Abraham Bell and Gideon Parchomovsky call “derivative takings”—noise, fumes, physical separation from their neighbors, decreased property values—for which they received no compensation. Moreover, saving the church buildings did not necessarily mean saving the parish. Even when the church was saved, the expressways disrupted Catholic community life in a number of ways. The roads crossed the territorial boundaries of at least twenty-five different parishes—sometimes more than once. The massive concrete structures divided, physically and psychologically, people who had always identified themselves as one. Thousands were displaced during the construction process; many others later moved to escape the noise.
fumes, and congestion generated by the freeways. For example, while St. Stanislaus Kostka was spared, the disruption resulting from the proximity to the highway—including the mass relocation of parishioners—is frequently cited as contributing to the parish’s rapid decline. These losses were understandably devastating—not only did the high incidence of homeownership likely multiply the endowment effect discussed above, but forced relocations also wrested parish members from an all-encompassing social and religious community.

Takers may be least concerned with avoiding the subjective losses of those political outsiders, including racial minorities and the poor, who are not attached to cohesive communities. During the urban renewal period, for example, the evidence suggests that Takers may have avoided the costs of inflaming the passions of politically powerful groups by simply taking the properties owned by those who were powerless and lacked the wherewithal to mount effective opposition. Urban renewal was called “Negro Removal” by detractors and the appellation was deserved in some cases. Miles Lord, who oversaw the interstate highway takings while serving as the Minnesota Attorney General, later recalled:

We went through the black section between Minneapolis and St. Paul . . . about four blocks wide and we took out the home of every black man . . . . [a]nd woman and child . . . . Nice little neat black neighborhood, you know, with their churches and all and we gave them about $6,000 a house and turned them loose onto society.

Chief highway lobbyist Alf Johnson also confirmed that this practice was both common and intentional. In Chicago, it is widely believed that Mayor Richard Daley gerrymandered the path of the Dan Ryan Expressway to protect South Side Catholic neighborhoods from the city’s expanding “black belt.” Daley biographers Adam Cohen and Elizabeth Taylor recount that the initial plans called for a more direct route. But when the “final plans were announced, the Dan Ryan had been ‘realigned’ several blocks eastward . . . along Wentworth Avenue”—the city’s traditional, and increasingly porous,
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racial dividing line: "It was a less direct route, and it required the road to make two sharp curves in a short space, but the new route turned the Dan Ryan into a classic racial barrier between the black and white South Sides." This troubling history serves as a reminder that, while Taker-avoidance may minimize the overall undercompensation problem, the risk of undercompensation persists in individual cases, especially when the would-be targets lack political clout.

III. Legal Entitlements to Above-Market Compensation

Laws mandating above-market compensation may fill gaps left when Takers cannot—or choose not to—avoid taking property with high subjective value. Frequently, owners are legally entitled to substantially more than the fair market value of their property. Interestingly, however, the legal literature focuses almost exclusively on the compensation mandated by the U.S. Constitution, rather than the amount of compensation that Takers are statutorily obligated to pay property owners. This oversight may be partially the result of confusion over vocabulary: "relocation assistance" can result in a substantial financial benefit for dislocated residents—and, to a much lesser extent, businesses. In order to fully understand the undercompensation problem, it is necessary to understand what federal and state laws require governments to pay when property is taken by eminent domain. This Part provides a brief outline of these legal entitlements.

A. Federal Relocation Assistance

Congress enacted the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Properties Acquisition Act (or "Uniform Act") in 1971, in response to the concern—based in part upon a sizable empirical literature—that the individuals displaced by highway and urban renewal projects suffered substantial financial hardship. The Uniform Act requires federal agencies, as well as state and local agencies receiving federal funds, to provide relocation assistance whenever they displace property owners. Because it prohibits Takers from dislocating any occupant without first ensuring that she can secure comparable replacement housing, the Uniform Act operates in many cases to guarantee that owners receive the replacement value—rather than the market value—of their property. Condemnors must compensate displaced property owners for actual moving expenses as well as mortgage and closing costs; businesses are also entitled to receive up to
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$10,000 for “reestablishment” expenses. The Act also requires displacing agencies to provide relocation advisory services to help both owners and lessees search for a new home or business location. This relocation advisory service must provide information about the “availability, sales prices, and rental charges or comparable replacement dwellings for displaced homeowners and tenants and suitable locations for businesses and farm operations.” As a last resort, when comparable replacement housing is not readily available, the displacing agency may “take such action as is necessary or appropriate to provide such housing,” including payments in excess of the replacement-value subsidies discussed below or the purchase, rehabilitation, or construction of a dwelling for the displacee.

Under some circumstances, the replacement-dwelling guarantee substantially improves the housing situation of displaced occupants. The Uniform Act requires that the replacement dwelling be “decent, safe, and sanitary,” “adequate in size to accommodate the occupants,” “within the financial means of the displaced person,” and “in a location generally not less desirable than the location of the displaced person’s dwelling with respect to public utilities, facilities, services, and the displaced person’s place of employment.” These provisions may require that the displacing agency secure a larger, more expensive home for a resident—for example, because a family’s current dwelling lacks the appropriate number of bedrooms for their children under local housing codes. The Uniform Act directs displacing agencies to pay up to $22,500 to enable a homeowner to purchase an appropriate residence. Tenants are entitled to a payment of up to $5,250 to make up the difference between their current rent and new rent; this payment may also be used for a down payment on a new home or to guarantee that a tenant will pay no more than 30% of her income to secure a new residence. In some cases, however, these limits are disregarded. An audit conducted by the Arizona Department of Transportation, for example, concluded that relocation assistance payments routinely exceeded the statutory limits: for one project, payments to homeowners ranged from $7,400 to $25,236 (averaging $17,950); more surprisingly, the rental assistance payments all exceeded the statutory maximum, ranging from $6,300 to $20,840 (averaging $13,725). The same audit further found that the Department
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misused the "last resort" provision of the Uniform Act, apparently securing alternative housing whenever a relocation agent found that relocation payments would exceed the statutory maximum. In one case, for example, the Department replaced a 1969 two-bedroom, one-bath house that included a car port with a 1988 three-bedroom, two-bath house that included a two-car garage and a spa. The Department also used the highest asking price of three comparable properties to calculate the relocation assistance payment.

B. State Relocation Assistance

Since federal funds help finance many highway and redevelopment projects, the extent of the Uniform Act's guarantee is quite broad. Moreover, only a handful of states actually limit the availability of relocation assistance to those projects covered by the Uniform Act. Most states require relocation assistance for all projects receiving state funds, and a few require it for condemnations by any public entity. In general, state relocation assistance practices mirror federal ones. The most common legal provisions either require compliance with the Uniform Act or incorporate nearly identical language. In addition, there is a trend toward providing additional compensation for dislocated businesses: Direct recovery of business losses, such as the loss of goodwill associated with a location, is allowed in
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a handful of states. Additionally, almost all states compensate for a loss of income derived from the land—including income from crops, minerals, and rent. Other states have allowed owners to recover business value when the business and land are uniquely intertwined, making the business difficult to relocate. Even when business income and goodwill are not included in a compensation award, evidence of business income is admissible as a factor bearing on the value of the property.

C. Relocation-Assistance Studies

Most empirical studies of the relocation problem were conducted prior to the enactment of the Uniform Act in the early 1970s. More recent studies—conducted primarily for government agencies—have chronicled how relocation assistance programs work in practice. Three themes emerge from these studies. First, the dollar amount of relocation assistance received by residents displaced by eminent domain usually is quite generous. Second, relocation assistance frequently falls short of fully compensating businesses for their losses. Third, the quality of relocation assistance services is spotty, which, again, tends to work to the detriment of businesses that must relocate.

The U.S. Department of Transportation’s Relocation Retrospective Study, conducted in 1995, provides the most complete recent picture of residential relocation assistance. This study found that residential property owners were pleased overall with the relocation assistance that they received. In fact, nearly 90% of the homeowners surveyed indicated that they were “able to significantly upgrade” their housing. Forty-six percent of the homeowners surveyed indicated that they incurred unreimbursed costs as the result of their displacement. These costs were almost exclusively associated with higher property taxes and utility bills, which averaged $484 and $434 more per year respectively. A number of homeowners also complained
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about the quality of the relocation assistance services. Interestingly, however, a majority of the homeowners declined to use the relocation assistance services at all, and a substantial majority (77%) secured replacement housing through their own efforts.\footnote{141}

Residential\footnote{142} tenants may benefit the most from relocation assistance programs. All but three of the tenants surveyed reported that they were able to "significantly upgrade" their housing as a result of the assistance, and a substantial majority of tenants reported that they were fully reimbursed for all of the costs associated with relocation.\footnote{143} Moreover, in some states, tenants routinely received rental-subsidy "super payments" in excess of the statutory maximum—a finding that is consistent with the Arizona study discussed above.\footnote{144} The study's authors concluded that the size of the rental subsidy was largely attributable to three factors: first, the requirement that tenants pay no more than 30% of their income for rent (along with relocation officials' frequent underestimation of tenants' income); second, the tendency of displacing agencies to make lump-sum payments rather than to invest in the services needed to help tenants secure replacement housing; and third, the requirement that the subsidy be sufficient to secure "comparable" replacement housing, even if such housing is significantly more expensive than the condemned residence.\footnote{145} The Department of Transportation study expressed concern that many tenants failed to spend their subsidy payments on replacement housing;\footnote{146} over 50% of those surveyed were no longer living in their replacement housing a year after receiving the payment. Those that remained had all opted to use the lump-sum assistance payment to purchase a home.\footnote{147}

In contrast to the relative generosity of residential-relocation assistance, both the Relocation Retrospective Study and the Federal Highway Administration's 2002 Business Relocation Study questioned the sufficiency of the relocation assistance provided to businesses. The more comprehensive Business Relocation Study, which surveyed 224 businesses displaced by eminent domain, found that many of the relocation-related difficulties facing businesses had not changed since the mid-1960s, when Congress first considered adopting a relocation assistance program.\footnote{148} Importantly, the report found that business-reestablishment payments were "almost universally considered inadequate."\footnote{149} The maximum reestablishment payment—$10,000—has not increased since Congress added this benefit in 1987.\footnote{149} Interestingly,
business owners' most significant complaint was that the maximum reestablishment payment falls far short of the costs needed to make modifications required by various regulatory codes, especially the Americans with Disabilities Act. Even in states that guaranteed more than the $10,000 federal maximum, business owners complained that their code-compliance costs were not covered. Displaced business owners also expressed concern that the reestablishment payments did not compensate for the "downtime" associated with searching for a new location; a minority complained that the payments failed to cover increased rent and non-code-related remodeling expenses.

IV. BARGAINING IN THE SHADOW OF THE LAW

Most academic discussions of the undercompensation problem overlook another important fact: the compensation that a property owner receives almost always results from a bargain between the owner and a Taker, rather than a judicial determination of the property's fair market value. State and federal laws require Takers, in most instances, to seek to purchase property on the market before resorting to eminent domain. Even if precondemnation bargaining were not required, the government would have important incentives to negotiate in order to avoid the high "due process costs" associated with a formal eminent domain proceeding. Commentators should not necessarily be faulted for their relative inattention to precondemnation bargaining. There are significant impediments to gaining a more complete understanding of the bargains struck between the government and the potential targets of eminent domain. The opaque, decentralized nature of the bargaining process—the eminent domain power is exercised by tens of thousands of different state, local, and federal agencies—makes data collection and analysis extremely difficult. Mindful of these limitations, this Part seeks to gain a greater understanding of the mechanics of the bargaining process, in part by examining the assembly of land for a large manufacturing facility near my home in South Bend, Indiana.
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A. Precondemnation Bargaining

Anecdotal accounts accusing the government of “low balling” property owners during precondemnation negotiations are not uncommon.\(^{156}\) Owners frequently complain that the government tried to force them out for pennies on the dollar.\(^{157}\) For many of the reasons discussed above, it is difficult to evaluate these claims. Some property owners may become indignant when faced with the loss of autonomy that the threatened eminent domain action represents and direct their anger at the amount of money that the government offers them.\(^{158}\) Indeed, property owners who challenge takings on public use grounds sometimes sound as if they are motivated by perceived insults during the planning stages of a project. Owners also have an incentive to overstate the value of their property—or to assert that the government is understating it—during precondemnation negotiations. After all, the government might offer more than market value to avoid costly eminent domain proceedings or simply to avoid political fallout from being accused of unfair dealing. Even truthful owners may overestimate the value of their property for any number of reasons, ranging from a mistaken belief that the market price would reflect their subjective value to the subconscious realization that their self-valuation may affect the ultimate price offered.\(^{159}\)

The negotiations that precede a condemnation differ in material respects from arms-length negotiations between private individuals. Precondemnation negotiations really do occur “in the shadow of the law.”\(^{160}\) Eminent domain is the classic example of liability rule protection of an entitlement: both parties to the negotiations understand that an objecting property owner cannot ultimately say no.\(^{161}\) As Henry Smith recently observed, when an entitlement is protected by a liability rule, an owner’s “willingness” to sell may reflect her recognition that she has little leverage against the government.\(^{162}\) Owners have little incentive to ask for more than market value if

---
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they realize that they will not get it. Of course, if a property owner believes that the government is understating the value of her property, she could exercise her legal right to challenge the amount of compensation offered in court. But even if she secures a favorable judgment, she will have incurred attorneys’ fees, court costs, the loss of her time, and so on. A rational property owner therefore will not force the government to follow through on its threat to condemn her land unless the expected value of the valuation proceeding—that is, the award minus these due process costs—exceeds the government’s offer. 163

Moreover, the relative strength of a Taker’s bargaining position increases when it can threaten to resort to “quick-take” authority. Most states (and the federal government) have adopted quick-take statutes that permit the government to obtain title and possession to property prior to a final judgment in an eminent domain action. 164 While quick-take procedures are usually justified by the need to avoid legal delays that might jeopardize many public projects, 165 they are potentially problematic for a number of reasons. First, the literature on the “dignitary value” of due process suggests that the lack of a predeprivation opportunity to litigate the legitimacy of a condemnation may impose additional uncompensated losses on property owners. This literature—and much of the due process canon—assumes that “the right to be heard” prior to an adverse government action is itself intrinsically valuable. 166 Second, quick-take procedures may reduce the administrative costs associated with a condemnation, eroding any deterrent effect that such costs have on the government’s acquisition of property. 167 And, third, the “quickness” of a quick-take procedure may preclude the effective exercise of “voice” by affected property owners and their sympathizers. 168 This was one of many “bad faith” allegations launched against the City of Detroit during the Poletown controversy. Justice Ryan, in dissent, angrily complained: “[T]he city, aided by the Michigan ‘quick-take’ statute, marshaled and ap-
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plied its resources and power to insure that [the condemnation plan] was a *fait accompli* before meaningful objection could be registered or informed opposition organized." When a condemnation proceeds "quickly," in other words, a public protest may come too late to influence the political determinations preceding a taking.

That said, there are reasons to suspect that accusations of bad-faith negotiations are overstated. Importantly, a number of state and federal laws make formal condemnation proceedings a disfavored last resort. The government is not only required to bargain in good faith with property owners before resorting to eminent domain, but it also operates under significant incentives to reach a mutually advantageous agreement. For example, the Federal Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Act, discussed above, requires the acquiring entities to make every reasonable effort to acquire property through negotiations with the landowners. The targeted property must be appraised (with the owner present), the appraisal must be reviewed by a second "review appraiser," and the owner must be provided with a written offer at least as high as the final appraisal. Most state eminent domain statutes also require the government to engage in good-faith negotiations, based upon one or more formal appraisals, prior to initiating a condemnation proceeding. Most condemnors resort to the review-appraisal process even when it is not required.

Many states also penalize the government for failed negotiations. For example, twenty states award the property owner attorneys' fees and costs if the final judgment in an eminent domain proceeding exceeds the government's final offer. Five states award attorneys' fees any time the final judgment is in excess of the offer by any amount; others require the final judgment to be at least ten percent higher. A handful of states require the condemnors—or certain classes of condemnors—to pay attorneys' fees

---
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and/or court costs in all cases.\textsuperscript{177} Most states also consider reimbursement for certain costs, e.g., expert witness costs, to be part of a “just compensation” award.\textsuperscript{178} After formal proceedings are initiated, fee-shifting “offer of settlement” or “offer of judgment” statutes may apply against the government. These fee-shifting statutes penalize the government for unreasonably refusing to settle prior to trial.\textsuperscript{179} As a California appellate court recently observed, “one would expect a prudent condemnor to offer its best estimate of fair market value \textit{plus} some reflection of its own savings from avoiding trial, with a further upward adjustment for elimination of potential liability for the condemnee’s litigation expenses.”\textsuperscript{180}

Finally, even if litigation-related expenses do not concern a Taker—perhaps because the project funds are provided by a higher level of government\textsuperscript{181}—the risk of litigation-related delay may provide a significant incentive for a Taker to bargain successfully with property owners. In the case study that follows, for example, the Taker’s primary concern was \textit{time}, not money. The Taker—a county engaged in a major property acquisition for a new manufacturing facility—happily paid owners significantly above the market value of their property in order to convince them to move voluntarily and expeditiously, thereby assuring the project’s timely completion.\textsuperscript{182}

\section*{B. Building the H2 Plant: A Bargaining Case Study}

Because the negotiations between property owners and Takers are opaque and decentralized, it is difficult to obtain information about how the bargaining process works. The remainder of this Section therefore provides a case study of an economic development project completed a few years ago near my home in South Bend, Indiana. This project required the assembly of fifty-two parcels in order to construct a manufacturing facility that promised to generate significant economic benefits to a relatively depressed economic area. This case study is not generalizable, but it does yield insights into the kinds of factors influencing Takers’ negotiations with property owners.

AM General has manufactured High Mobility Multi-Purpose Wheeled Vehicles—or “Humvees”—for the U.S. military at a plant in unincorporated St. Joseph County, Indiana, since 1984. In 1992, AM General began to use
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\item \textsuperscript{180} Emeryville Redevelopment Agency v. Elementis Pigments, Inc., 125 Cal. Rptr. 2d 12, 29 (Ct. App. 2002); see also Fischel, supra note 17, at 950–51 (attributing higher-than-market compensation in Poletown situation to provision requiring payment of attorneys’ fees if court award exceeded government’s offer).
\item \textsuperscript{181} See infra notes 236–242 and accompanying text.
\item \textsuperscript{182} A Taker’s ability to use “quick-take” eminent domain authority to take title to and possession of property before any compensation-litigation occurs, see supra text accompanying notes 164–168, obviously would reduce the deterrent effect of litigation delay.
\end{footnotes}
this plant to manufacture ultra-luxury sports utility vehicles—known as "Hummers" or "H1s"—for civilian use. In December 1998, General Motors (GM) approached AM General about purchasing the "Hummer" trademark, a move which would enable GM to manufacture a more affordable Hummer sports utility vehicle. Several months of negotiations followed. In July 1999, the two automakers agreed that GM would acquire exclusive rights to the Hummer trademark and that AM General would manufacture the smaller, more affordable, "H2" for GM. This agreement, which was finalized in December 1999, was conditioned upon AM General acquiring the property for a new 630,000-square-foot manufacturing facility quite quickly. The H2 facility was projected to create 1,500 new manufacturing jobs.

AM General and GM decided to build the new plant directly adjacent to the existing Humvee facility. While AM General owned enough property for the plant at the Humvee site, it needed to acquire additional land for a parking and vehicle-staging area. The property needed for these purposes consisted of fifty-one parcels in a low-density, blue-collar, residential neighborhood immediately adjacent to AM General's property.

During the negotiations with GM, AM General secured assurances that St. Joseph County would acquire the land needed by eminent domain if necessary to complete the project on time. Specifically, the county began to take steps to pave the way for condemnations: it set in motion the process necessary to declare the homes in the acquisition area "blighted," and it established both a redevelopment district and a tax increment financing district. These initial legal moves upset residents, several of whom filed objections to the blight designation and angrily confronted AM General and local political officials at a meeting in February of 2000. Lawyers for objecting property owners threatened to challenge the county’s acquisitions on public use grounds.

After this meeting, the county agreed to postpone the blight designation to allow more time for private negotiations. AM General also invited all of
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the affected residents to a meeting at the Humvee plant. At the meeting, AM General's President, James Armour, assured residents that they would be well compensated. He also told the residents that he ran a small, local company that wanted to provide additional manufacturing jobs for the community. He promised residents that they would improve their living situations by selling voluntarily, but he also warned that the new manufacturing facility would, should they remain in their homes, negatively affect their quality of life. According to AM General's public relations director, this meeting changed the mood among residents, as "nobody wanted to spoil the deal for their neighbors." After the meeting, in March 2000, AM General itself acquired the seven parcels of property directly adjacent to its existing land. These property owners received, on average, 141% of the appraised value of their homes. Included in the group were several of the initial opponents to the project. Between March and June of 2000, the county purchased the remaining parcels. The county now leases the property back to AM General. AM General broke ground for the new factory in August 2000—only one year after it entered into the agreement with GM. The prototype of the H2 first rolled off the new assembly line in December 2000.

The county's negotiations with affected property owners were directed by Project Future, a local nonprofit economic development agency. In preparation for these negotiations, county officials consulted with several private companies that had previously successfully assembled land for large projects in the area. These experts indicated that assembling property that is not currently on the market usually requires prices that exceed market value by 20–25%. Apparently in response to this advice, county officials decided to comply with the federal relocation assistance guidelines. While the county did not believe that it was bound by these rules for this project, generous relocation assistance was seen as expedient, given the time constraints on the bargaining process.

Before approaching a landowner, the county acquired two appraisals of the targeted property. According to Patrick McMahon, who directed the negotiations, the county approached owners with offers based upon an average

193. MacNab Interview, supra note 184.
194. Deanna McCool, Two Owners Find AM General Deal Fair, SOUTH BEND TRIB., Mar. 29, 2000, at d1. By acquiring these properties, the company sought to ensure that neighboring property owners' objections would not trigger the supermajority voting requirement for a zoning variance needed to begin manufacturing the H2 plant. MacNab Interview, supra note 184.
195. Data provided by Craig MacNab, Director of Public Relations, AM General (on file with author).
196. MacNab Interview, supra note 184.
197. Id.
198. Id.
of these appraisals, but "tended toward the higher end."199 Furthermore, while the county believed that it was bound by law not to depart from an accurate appraisal, owners were encouraged to include realtors in the negotiations because the realtors were equipped to challenge the appraisal technique in order to demand a higher price.200 The county also presented the property owners with an estimate of the relocation assistance that they would receive in an effort to demonstrate that the fair market value award was only part of the compensation that they would receive.201 The county's determination of what kind of property would be considered "comparable" for relocation-assistance purposes was also generous. For example, negotiators respected parents' desires not to move their children to a new school, honored the request of an owner to relocate near her aging mother, and, in one case, agreed to move a tree that a resident had brought with her when she immigrated from Japan.202 Finally, AM General independently offered to pay every property owner a $5,000 bonus for meeting the voluntarily negotiated time schedule, half of which was paid at the closing and the other half when the owner vacated the property.203

Tables 1 and Table 2 summarize the compensation that St. Joseph County paid owners and residents dislocated by the H2 project (this compensation does not include the $5,000 bonus that each owner received from AM General).204 Table 1 provides an overview of the average appraised value of, and compensation received for, all of the parcels purchased by St. Joseph County.

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average Appraised Value</td>
<td>$79,092.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Sale Price</td>
<td>$81,681.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Total Compensation</td>
<td>$121,346.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Relocation Assistance</td>
<td>$41,424.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replacement Value Subsidy*</td>
<td>$40,529.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenant Assistance Subsidy*</td>
<td>$9,294.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Average payment received by those receiving subsidy.

Table 2 compares various components of compensation received by individual owners.

200. *Id.*
201. See Thackeray, *supra* note 190.
203. MacNab Interview, *supra* note 184.
204. Data reflecting the appraisal values and purchase prices of the properties acquired for the H2 project are on file in the St. Joseph County, Ind., administrative offices.
This data reveal several very interesting things about the bargains between the county and the targeted property owners. First, by and large, the negotiated sales price paralleled a property's average appraised price. The total compensation received by all property owners, however, far exceeded fair market value (at least so far as that value is reflected in the appraisals conducted for the negotiations). Property owners received, on average, 157% of the average appraised value of their property. Second, a significant part of the total compensation that owners received came in the form of relocation assistance. As a result, the total compensation received by owners displaced by the county actually exceeded the compensation received by the seven owners who negotiated directly with AM General. While AM General paid significantly more for the homes that it acquired, it was not obligated to pay relocation assistance. The owners that sold directly to AM General received, on average, 141% of the average appraised value—all in the form of compensation for the property itself.

Third, the high compensation levels were almost universally attributable to payments received to bridge the price differential between the value of the owner's original residence and a replacement residence. With one exception (an unoccupied house), the county paid some form of replacement subsidy. The average replacement value stipend received by homeowners was $40,529.10 (nearly twice the statutory maximum); the payments ranged from a low of $441.74 to a high of $85,500. On average, owners received a replacement-value stipend equal to 44.81% of their sale price. Some stipends exceeded the sale price: one owner received $56,000 for his house and $85,500 to secure a replacement dwelling; another received a $74,300 replacement subsidy for his $69,000 house. A handful of tenant-assistance payments were disbursed, ranging from $5,250 (the statutory maximum) to $24,308. According to Pat McMahon, the county exceeded the statutory maximums for two reasons. First, given the time pressure, the county felt obligated to take advantage of the Uniform Act’s “last resort” provision and to essentially purchase a new house for all of the displaced residents. Second, many of the residents were living in substandard housing situations.

---

205. Some of the houses were occupied by both tenants and owners.
Overcrowding was a particular problem that required the county to purchase a bigger house for many of the residents.206

This case study does not, and cannot, demonstrate how the precondemnation bargaining process works in every case. It is only a snapshot of the land assembly efforts for a single manufacturing facility by one Rust Belt county. Precondemnation bargaining is context-specific and undoubtedly is influenced by local legal, political, and economic circumstances. That said, the H2 case study may lend insight into other Takers’ behavior, at least in the economic development context. St. Joseph County’s desire to ensure the success of the H2 project was certainly not out of the ordinary. Obviously, economic development expenditures proceed from the expectation of success; all Takers have the incentive to ensure that the promised economic benefits materialize. It is reasonable to assume that Takers also realize that generous compensation will help overcome potential holdouts and ensure voluntary purchases. Nor is there reason to believe that the close working relationship between AM General and the county officials was an unusual one. On the contrary, the observation that private beneficiaries collude with local governments is frequently cited as reason to limit economic development takings.207 For example, in Kelo, the plaintiffs and their amici also suggested that the waterfront redevelopment was part of a deal with the Pfizer Corporation.

Whether precondemnation bargaining yields similarly high levels of compensation elsewhere may turn on the presence or absence of three significant factors influencing the St. Joseph County’s negotiations with targeted owners. First, the county and AM General operated under tremendous time pressure. County officials were clearly more concerned about the time involved in the eminent domain process than the expense the process would entail. They correctly perceived the connection between generous compensation and the rapid acquisition of targeted properties. The time constraints led the county to rely on the federal relocation guidelines generally and to use the “last resort” provision of the Uniform Act for all of the displaced residents. These provisions almost universally guaranteed that residents improved their living arrangements substantially. The time pressure also influenced AM General’s decision to pay owners the $5,000 bonus for vacating on schedule. While most Takers need to move quickly,208 the AM General/GM agreement arguably imposed extraordinary time constraints on the Takers.

Second, and relatedly, the initial opposition to the blight designation increased the political costs of resorting to eminent domain. The local press coverage of the dispute was sympathetic to the property owners, making voluntary negotiations preferable to compulsory ones. County officials may

206. McMahon Interview, supra note 187.

207. See, e.g., Garnett, supra note 13, at 956–58; see also Epstein, supra note 12, at 180–81; Merrill, supra note 13, at 85–87.

208. Indeed, “quick-take” powers are justified by the connection between expeditious property acquisition and successful projects. See 6 Rohan & Reskin, supra note 52, § 24.10[2].
have worried that they would be unable to muster the political will to follow through on the blight designation, which is a prerequisite for economic development takings in Indiana. The takings also occurred before the *Kelo* decision. Several owners contacted the Institute for Justice—Susette Kelo’s attorneys—and made noises about challenging the takings on public use grounds. This threat likely increased the pressure on the county and AM General to negotiate successfully. Not only did they worry about the legality of using eminent domain, but county political leaders also wanted to gain political capital for attracting a new manufacturing facility to their Rust Belt community. They clearly preferred that the community focus on the plant’s promised economic benefits rather than the legality of the takings. *Kelo* may have answered the constitutional question about such a project, but the popular outrage generated by the decision likely will increase Takers’ concerns about the political costs of forced takings for private beneficiaries.

Finally, the relative poverty of the dislocated owners resulted in high housing replacement payments—and thus vastly inflated the amount of compensation received by the owners. Wealthier owners—or, at least owners with more expensive homes—likely would not have received similar subsidies. Further study is needed to understand (1) whether Takers anxious to reach amicable bargains might substitute relocation assistance with other forms of compensation, and (2) the extent to which the typical displaced resident—who, at least in the redevelopment context, probably is not wealthy—would be entitled to high housing replacement payments. Little is also known about the extent to which lower-income individuals are able to absorb the costs of maintaining new homes, especially the housing upgrades that may result from the relocation assistance bonuses discussed above.

V. REFORMING EMINENT DOMAIN:
IS MORE MONEY THE ANSWER?

In their landmark article, Guido Calabresi and Douglas Melamed distinguish between two categories of entitlement protection. “Property rules” guarantee an entitlement holder the right to say “no”—that is, to set the price at which she is willing to part with her entitlement. “Liability rules,” on the other hand, allow third parties to take the owner’s entitlement involuntarily if they pay officially determined damages. By and large, the Fifth Amendment’s Takings Clause provides only liability rule protection for

209. During my data collection, a member of the County Economic Development Authority told me that she did not believe that the County Commission would have voted to declare the property blighted.

210. Both Justice Stevens’s majority opinion and Justice Kennedy’s concurring opinion raise the possibility that a court might carefully scrutinize takings that appeared to be for purely private ends but were clothed in a pretextual assertion that they were for the purpose of “economic development.” *Kelo* v. City of New London, 125 S. Ct. 2655, 2661 (2005); *id.* at 2669 (Kennedy, J., concurring).

property owners: the government may take private property by eminent domain as long as it pays the judicially determined “fair market value” award. To the extent that the public use limitation provides some absolute limit on the power of eminent domain, however, it is a property rule. That is, if the government wishes to acquire property for nonpublic purposes, it must bargain with the property owner on the open market. Property owners are free to tell the government “no”; compulsory acquisitions are prohibited. In Kelo, the court reaffirmed that the property rule protection afforded by the public use limitation is extremely limited, but the Court’s opinion suggests that the Takings Clause continues to provide such protection in a certain narrow class of cases.\(^2\)

Almost all post-Kelo reform proposals would extend property rule protection against eminent domain, either by prohibiting “economic development” takings outright or by limiting the funds available for such takings. This final Part evaluates whether such prohibitions are necessary, or whether instead increasing compensation can adequately address the public use problem.\(^2\) The latter liability rule proposals flow naturally from the substantial literature, discussed above, linking the public use problem to the risk of undercompensation. If, however, property owners receive substantially more than fair market value when their property is taken by eminent domain, it might fairly be said that there is less need to guarantee owners additional compensation. Indeed, if the public use problem is primarily about the adequacy of compensation, evidence that owners are well-compensated would tend to negate the case for any eminent domain reform at all.

This final Part challenges the suggestion that more money is the answer to the public use question. Drawing upon evidence from the Poletown and Kelo cases, I suggest that there are two problems posed by takings raising public use questions that more money cannot solve. First, higher-than-market compensation might not adequately deter the exercise of eminent domain; in some cases, it might undermine the normal political impediments to questionable takings. Second, the dignitary harms of eminent domain may be high when the government forces the sale of land from one private party to another, causing the uncompensated increment to persist even as compensation levels increase. These realities may justify some prohibitory limits on eminent domain; they do not lead me to endorse any particular reform proposal. Current proposals to limit the eminent domain power pose important institutional design questions, which are worthy of careful thought and are beyond the scope of this Article.\(^4\)

\(^2\) Kelo, 125 S. Ct. at 2661–62.

\(^2\) These proposals would transform the nature of the public use limitation from property rule to liability rule protection. See, e.g., Krier & Serkin, supra note 8, at 872–75.

\(^4\) Indeed, there is reason to worry that the current political climate may lead legislatures to enact reforms hastily and without giving due regard to their potential unintended consequences.
A. The Uncertain Relationship between Compensation and Deterrence

The regulatory takings literature suggests that compensation deters the government from overconsuming private property and "constrain[s] government inclinations to exploit politically vulnerable groups and individuals." Against this backdrop, above-market compensation has been proposed, most notably by Richard Epstein, as a way to deter the government from overusing the eminent domain power. Since government actors respond to political rather than market incentives, however, it is unclear the extent to which the necessity of paying above-market compensation actually will promote an "efficient" takings policy.

1. Higher Compensation as Deterrent

The primary objection to substantive limits on the eminent domain power is that holdouts may impede socially beneficial projects. Thomas Merrill explained this objection succinctly in testimony before the United States Senate Judiciary Committee:

The basic problem with the prohibitory strategy... is that lawyers and judges are not particularly good at anticipating the ways in which reconfigurations of ownership rights may produce significant public benefits. Nor are they very good at articulating abstractions that will capture a high percentage of the situations in which reconfiguration would be desirable.

If, as Professor Merrill suggests, Takers are better positioned than courts and legislators to determine on a case-by-case basis when "reconfigurations of ownership rights" are socially beneficial, then Takers should be empowered to eliminate holdouts standing in the way of such reconfigurations. By


217. See Epstein, supra note 12 (arguing that the condemnation award should total 150% of the property’s fair market value). See generally Durham, supra note 14. Again, this argument would seem to apply to all eminent domain takings, regardless of their purpose. In fact, some state courts already entertain “overinclusiveness” challenges in eminent domain proceedings, permitting property owners to argue that the size of the taking is excessive regardless of its purpose. See 7 Rohan & Reskin, supra note 52, § 2.07[3][c][iii].

218. See, e.g., Levinson, supra note 215.

extension, the government should be permitted to use eminent domain to overcome such holdouts by force when necessary.220

Determining the "efficiency" (whether Pareto or Kaldor-Hicks) of any project enabled by eminent domain is difficult at best, given the multiplicity of a project's possible costs and benefits, the length of the relevant time horizons, and so on. That said, in the economic development context, however, there may be at least as much need to deter inefficient government takings as to enable efficient ones. First, the would-be beneficiaries of an economic development taking have a substantial incentive to engage in rent-seeking: Takers' ability to bypass the market drastically reduces the transaction costs associated with land assembly and almost always generates a substantial economic surplus that beneficiaries need not share with the original owners.221 The willingness of a local government to respond favorably to such rent-seeking frequently is evident in public use disputes. Consider, for example, Justice Ryan's bitter dissent in the notorious Poletown case: "Behind the frenzy of official activity was the unmistakable guiding and sustaining, indeed controlling, hand of the General Motors Corporation."222

More recently, it was clear that New London, Connecticut, developed the plan at issue in Kelo at least in part in response to the desires of the Pfizer Corporation, which had opened a major research facility in the city. As the petitioners' brief highlighted, Pfizer had imposed certain "requirements" as a condition of building the facility, and the development plan reflected all of them: "a luxury hotel for its clients, upscale housing for its employees, and office space for its contractors ... as well as the overall 're-development' of the Fort Trumbull neighborhood adjacent to Pfizer."223 The Court itself recognized the risk that private beneficiaries might unduly influence the takings process, suggesting that the public use limitation would prevent the city from "tak[ing] property under the mere pretext of a public purpose, when its actual purpose was to bestow a private benefit."224 Both Justice Stevens's majority opinion and Justice Kennedy's concurrence, however, rejected the suggestion that Pfizer was the primary beneficiary of the New London project.

Second, it is no secret that many economic development efforts simply fail, a reality which itself suggests that politicians also—to borrow Professor Merrill's phrase—"are not particularly good at anticipating the ways in which reconfigurations of ownership rights may produce significant public
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benefits."225 Urban renewal is case in point. As Michael Schill has observed, "the numbers of jobs created and the amount of private sector investment generated by the program were below hopes. . . . [and] the human toll caused by displacement and the destabilization of nearby residential communities casts doubt upon the efficacy of subsidized site assembly."226 More recently, New London's waterfront development plans had begun to fall through before the Kelo case was even argued in the Supreme Court.227

To the extent that government responds rationally to fiscal incentives, increasing the level of compensation required should help deter the government from responding to such rent-seeking with inefficient takings.228 The difficulty is, however, that Takers tend to respond to political incentives rather than economic ones. In an important study, Joseph Cordes and Burton Weisbrod found that the additional compensation required by the Uniform Act appeared to reduce highway construction.229 But these results may not hold true in all cases. Again, Chicago's expressways are illustrative: planners spent millions to bypass St. Stanislaus Kostka rather than inflame the city's Polish minority. Especially in the economic development context, political incentives may favor overinvestment in questionable projects. As James Krier and Christopher Serkin recently observed, "the price the government must pay the condemnees is not necessarily the same as the price the government then charges the subsequent transferee."230 If the government believes that an economic development project will generate benefits in excess of outlays, it may resell the property for less than the purchase price.231

Today's fiercely competitive "market" for economic development strongly suggests that many government actors may well overestimate the benefits of condemning property to enable a private project. State and local governments continue to demonstrate a seemingly limitless enthusiasm for economic development incentives that economists deride as fiscally irresponsible and irrational.232 Many governments with their "economic back[s]
to the wall" to promote renewal through a dizzying array of subsidized financing, tax abatements, infrastructure improvements, and other "goodies"—including property seized by eminent domain. That governments in this position frequently give away property as part of an incentive package may suggest that the deterrent effects of increased compensation will be limited. In the *Kelo* case, for example, the New London Development Corporation sought to lease the condemned property to a private developer for $1 per year for ninety-nine years.

The need to deter inefficient projects may weigh in favor of reform proposals that tie eminent domain limits to state and federal funds. For example, in the wake of *Kelo*, several bills were introduced to prohibit federal funds from being spent on economic development takings. These funding limitations might provide a significant deterrent for inefficient projects without absolutely prohibiting efficient ones: in the economic development context, most Takers are local officials who perceive that the political costs of spending someone else's money are very low. When the funding for a project comes from a higher level of government, therefore, Takers have little incentive to consider whether the economic benefits of a proposed project will ultimately materialize. In his excellent recent case study, William Fischel notes that "the voters and elected officials in Detroit had little financial interest in determining whether the Poletown project made economic sense." This was because the project was financed almost entirely by "nonfungible gifts" from the state and federal governments—that is, the city was given a large amount of money to finance the GM Poletown plant, but nothing else. Fischel suggests that the city might have given more thought to the wisdom of leveling the Poletown community if it was spending local funds—or even if, in response to the threatened departure of General Motors, the state and federal governments had given the city unrestricted redevelopment funds. A similar case can be made about the project at issue in the *Kelo* case. The state of Connecticut earmarked $120

---
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million in nonfungible funds for the effort, which included all of the $73 million earmarked for property acquisition.240

Local government officials spending local money, on the other hand, are constrained politically by the need to keep taxes low. Local officials also operate under a number of legal constraints that disfavor an aggressive takings policy: many state constitutions restrain local taxation and most limit local government's ability to borrow money by capping total indebtedness, by requiring voter approval of new debt, or both.241 Were local governments forced to internalize the costs of their takings, it is reasonable to assume that eminent domain would become a much less attractive economic development tool.242

2. Higher Compensation May Impede Political Resistance

If higher compensation levels will not deter inefficient government takings, then effective political resistance becomes all the more crucial. Yet, as the H2 case study illustrates, Takers may use high compensation levels to limit resistance. A Taker anxious to complete a project has an incentive to pay owners more money precisely to avoid costly and politically damaging battles in both courts of law and courts of public opinion.243 Indeed, under certain circumstances, overcompensation may become problematic, especially when it undermines political resistance to questionable projects. As Daniel Farber has observed, the government has an incentive to pay compensation to quell the opposition of those most affected by its actions.244 This incentive flows naturally from public choice theory: we can expect a great deal of overlap between those most intensely affected by government action and those most likely to organize to oppose it.245 Assuming that this account is descriptively accurate, therefore, it is reasonable to expect that compensation will become a legal (i.e., litigated) issue only when the political costs of paying compensation exceed the political costs of denying it.246 This is most likely to be the case when the targets of government action are politically powerless.247 The same analysis can be applied to a Taker decid-
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ing whether to pay more than market value for property. Because of the political fallout that could result from undercompensation, Takers have obvious incentives to fully compensate, or even overcompensate, owners.248 By so doing, Takers can minimize political opposition to a project and ensure the rapid acquisition of desired property.

Both Kelo and Poletown illustrate this phenomenon. In Kelo, only seven property owners objected to the project, which involved the acquisition of 115 parcels. The other owners’ willingness to sell may have reflected the State of Connecticut’s guarantee to residents and small businesses of up to $250,000 above their Uniform Act entitlement for down payment assistance and business reestablishment.249 Similarly, Fischel observes that, in Poletown, local political resistance was undercut by the fact that many younger homeowners sold out quickly, leaving older Polish residents to wage an unsuccessful effort to stop the project: “[t]he great divide was young and mobile versus old and immobile.”250 While Poletown was a relatively integrated community, most of its African American residents moved voluntarily. This created the impression that the resistance was a racial issue, which made it virtually impossible for local politicians in the majority-black city to oppose the project.251 Moreover, as the local community diminished in size, the organized resistance came to be dominated by outsiders—notably Ralph Nader—which made it distasteful to Detroit residents outside of Poletown.252 Finally, above-market compensation might also have influenced the Catholic Church’s decision to support the Poletown project, both because declining urban churches were increasingly a financial liability253 and because the Church leaders wished to avoid taking sides in a “racial” dispute. Whatever its motivation, the Archdiocese’s decision not to oppose the project deprived the resistance of a powerful political ally.

B. Private Takings May Generate Unique Dignitary Harms

The risk of inadequate political deterrence is particularly problematic in cases raising the public use question because “private” takings may themselves generate additional uncompensated—and uncompensable—harms. The reasons for this are not immediately evident. Indeed, while the public use literature is replete with references to the undercompensation problem,254
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most accounts are decidedly vague about what, if anything, compensation has to do with the public use problem. Undercompensation is frequently used to justify heightened review in public use cases, but proponents of judicial intervention (including, admittedly, myself) tend to gloss over the precise connection between the amount of compensation and the purpose of a taking. Market value compensation might be “unjust” because owners are systematically undercompensated when their property is taken by eminent domain. But the question of what level of compensation is “just” applies to all eminent domain takings. For example, owners affected by expressway construction suffered uncompensated losses even though public roads are the quintessential public use. Indeed, the risk of undercompensation may be particularly high in those cases because of the derivative takings associated with expressway construction—noise, smoke, physical division from neighbors, and so on—for which nondisplaced property owners receive nothing. Moreover, the experimental economics evidence discussed above suggests that the potential for undercompensation exists with any eminent domain taking. When confronted with a property owner’s assertion that she could accept her fate if the government had taken her land for a traditional public use, an economist might “impatiently exclaim, ‘but you’ve lost your home in either case!’”

1. Why Private Takings Are Different

There are, however, a number of reasons why the size of the uncompensated increment might vary with a taking’s purpose. First, “private” takings may generate collective anxieties that public ones do not. As Fischel explains, “Expansion of eminent domain’s scope raises the anxiety that even more uses will soon be found, and no one’s property will be safe.” Recall, for example, Justice O’Connor’s warning that, after Kelo, “[t]he specter of condemnation hangs over all property. Nothing is to prevent the State from replacing any Motel 6 with a Ritz-Carlton, any home with a shopping mall, or any farm with a factory.” Or consider the Becket Fund for Religious Liberty’s warning, in an amicus brief in Kelo, that local governments might condemn churches, which do not pay property taxes, in order to transfer the
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property to for-profit entities, which do.\textsuperscript{261} Second, and relatedly, the government's decision to take property from one private owner and give it to another may generate "expressive" harms.\textsuperscript{262} Especially in the economic development context, owners may perceive the taking as an insult—tantamount to a government declaration that their property would be put to a more socially beneficial use by someone else. Not surprisingly, some owners sound as if they were motivated to file public use claims in part because they are so offended by the message sent by the taking.\textsuperscript{263} The collective anger generated by a local government's decision to declare a neighborhood blighted—a statutory prerequisite to taking property for redevelopment in many states—reflects this phenomenon, as illustrated in the H2 example.

Third, these dignitary harms likely are exacerbated by private takings' frequent failure to generate implicit, in-kind compensation. Owners displaced for public projects usually can take advantage of the benefits generated by the condemnation of their property.\textsuperscript{264} For example, a woman who lost her house during the construction of the Kennedy Expressway might use the expressway to travel to her granddaughter's baptism at St. Stanislaus Kostka. Some private projects (e.g., shopping centers) may generate similar in-kind benefits; others (e.g., the high-end condos planned in New London, Connecticut) will not. As Krier and Serkin observe, economic development condemnations may leave displacees in a particularly unenviable position: not only have they been singled out to bear the brunt of generating public benefits, but their very displacement also makes it likely that they will not be permitted to enjoy the benefit of the prosperity promised by the economic development project.\textsuperscript{265}

Finally, owners may take an additional "dignitary" hit because the private beneficiaries frequently receive a windfall from the transaction. In the economic development context, an exercise of eminent domain almost always generates assembly gains that raise the value of the property. Because the fair market value determination is made \textit{before} the condemnation, however, the original owner does not share in any increase of that value.\textsuperscript{266} The allocation of the "condemnation bonus" entirely to the private beneficiaries


\textsuperscript{262}. On expressivism, see, for example, Elizabeth S. Anderson & Richard H. Pildes, \textit{Expressive Theories of Law: A General Restatement}, 148 U. PA. L. REV. 1503, 1527 (2000) ("A person suffers expressive harm when she is treated according to principles that express negative or inappropriate attitudes toward her.").
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of takings may demoralize property owners. As Abraham Bell and Gideon Parchomovsky recently observed, “[w]hile people can view windfalls that befall another with sanguinity, when the windfall arises as a result of a strategic and deliberate decision of the government, the reaction may turn to resentment and frustration.” The extent of the windfall (and resentment) is even higher when, as is not uncommon in the economic development context, the government offers to transfer the property to the private beneficiary at below-market prices as an inducement to convince it to invest in a project. And, importantly, when the windfall is enjoyed by the politically powerful at the expense of vulnerable political outsiders, the risk of a significant dignitary “hit” may compound a preexisting risk of undercompensation whenever takers target the politically powerless.

2. Beyond Information Costs

In a recent article, Henry Smith examines a puzzling disconnect between the law and legal theory:

Property rules find relatively few defenders among legal economists, which is . . . surprising since property rules abound in the law. If anything, the law treats property rule protection as the norm and liability rule protection as the exception—the opposite of what the bulk of recent economic commentary would lead one to expect.

Smith hypothesizes that property rules continue to dominate the law of property because they have “information cost advantages.” By limiting an owner’s exposure to official—i.e., judicial—determinations of value, property rules maximize decentralized decisionmaking about the appropriate uses of property. This is particularly important to would-be targets of eminent domain because the “signature risk” of liability rules is undercompensation. Thus, even if courts were authorized to calculate “actual” value, property
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owners would have reason to prefer that their legislative representatives extend partial property rule protection against eminent domain.\textsuperscript{275}

The information cost challenges facing courts asked to establish market value in an eminent domain proceeding should not be underestimated.\textsuperscript{276} The task would become inestimably more difficult if courts were asked to value, for example, the subjective losses attendant to an exercise of eminent domain. As Tom Ulen has observed, not only is an adversarial hearing "an exceedingly crude method of determining subjective value," but such a proceeding would reintroduce the self-valuation difficulties discussed above: "Everyone will have an incentive to manufacture such a value whether they truly have any or not."\textsuperscript{277} By way of illustration, return again to Chicago's St. Stanislaus Kostka Church. An "accurate" assessment of a displaced parishioner's losses would include some compensation for the loss of the community. But how would a court evaluate the value of "community" to a displaced resident? How might it segregate the losses attributable to the exercise of eminent domain as opposed to forces beyond Takers' control? Since the mid-1950s, for example, the membership at St. Stanislaus Kostka has plummeted, undoubtedly in part because of the forced displacements and the derivative harms caused by the construction of the Kennedy Expressway.\textsuperscript{278} On the other hand, the membership of most of Chicago's urban parishes declined precipitously over the past half-century. Dozens of parishes have been closed or consolidated, and the expressways were only one—and certainly not the only or even the most important—reason for their decline. Between 1948 and 1958, the Archdiocese of Chicago created an average of six to eight new parishes a year; the vast majority of them were in the suburbs.\textsuperscript{279} The suburbanization of Chicago's Catholics had many causes—including integration, Catholics' improved economic circumstances, and even theological developments.\textsuperscript{280} The decline of the old neighborhoods undoubtedly also entailed tremendous social costs, for which the expressway planners were marginally responsible at best.
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Most actual proposals for above-market compensation do not require courts to determine a property owner’s “true” losses and their causes. Richard Epstein has proposed that owners receive 150% of market value; Tom Ulen has proposed 125% of market value; Robert Ellickson suggests that scheduled damages might take account of various factors that are likely to increase an owner’s subjective attachment to her property—such as length of residence. These proposals minimize some of the information-cost difficulties associated with a liability rule calculation of damages. But they generate other problems. As Ulen notes, fixed bonus schemes create both the risk of overcompensation and of undercompensation, precisely because they eschew any effort to actually calculate how much an owner values her property. These dual risks are present even in more nuanced schemes, such as Ellickson’s proposal, which make predictive judgments about which factors may increase an owner’s subjective attachment. For example, a recent Polish immigrant might value living in the Kostkaville neighborhood more than a twenty-one-year-old, second-generation Polish-American who grew up in the community.

Finally, and importantly, to the extent that the losses associated with private takings are noninstrumental and “dignitary,” resulting from the nature of the government’s action rather than the owner’s subjective attachment to her property, even accurate valuation methods may fail to make owners whole. The Susette Kelos of the world—owners who go to the extreme of pursuing a public use challenge—universally assert that they do not want more compensation; what they want is property rule protection from the act of eminent domain. Therefore, it may well be that they are not “holdouts” in the classic sense, but rather what Gideon Parchomovsky and Peter Siegelman have called “holdins”—owners motivated by noninstrumental concerns rather than strategic economic behavior. Moreover, the outcry over Kelo itself suggests that the dignitary losses associated with the kinds of takings raising public use questions may be very high. Indeed, the outcry may suggest that even the risk of compensated private takings generates dignitary losses, as property owners become anxious that they may be the next target of an economic development project. Kelo moved the debate over the proper scope of the eminent domain power out of the courts and into the legislatures, where owners’ dignitary interests in their property—and the collective anxieties generated by the knowledge that owners are not afforded property rule protection from private takings—rightfully make up part of the case for substantive limits on the eminent domain power.
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CONCLUSION: THE POST-REFORM POLITICAL ECONOMY
OF EMINENT DOMAIN

Property rights proponents have reason to believe that, with *Kelo*, they lost the battle but are winning the war. The political momentum clearly favors the widespread adoption of the substantive restrictions on eminent domain that the Supreme Court refused to endorse. The previous Part of the Article set forth several justifications for some version of these reforms, even if undercompensation is less of a problem than commonly believed. By way of conclusion, this Part offers some initial thoughts about how new eminent domain ground rules may affect the political economy of eminent domain.

More study is needed to understand how eminent domain works in practice and, importantly, how reforms will affect Takers' behavior. Numerous empirical questions remain unanswered: How often will community pressure overcome property owners' temptation to engage in strategic behavior? How much more money will Takers be forced to pay to overcome holdouts? Will any amount of money matter to "holdins"? Can Takers develop around holdouts, or alternatively, use the threat of developing around them to overcome their resistance? How often do resistant owners prevent efficient land assembly and how often do they derail inefficient and unwise projects?

Still, a more complete understanding of pre-reform eminent domain practice offers some practical insights into the ways that prohibitory reforms might change the land acquisition process. The conventional wisdom suggests that prohibitory reforms would end, or severely restrict, the government's practice of assembling land for economic development. A more nuanced understanding of Takers' behavior suggests that prohibitory limits would not end government-sponsored land assembly, although they would certainly change the nature of the bargaining process between property owners and Takers. Owners would be empowered to reject the government's overtures and, at least theoretically, to derail (or change) the government's plans. But that does not mean that plans would be frequently derailed. On the contrary, this Article has illustrated how Takers already seek to minimize the risk of holdouts through compensation and avoidance strategies. If government-sponsored land assembly is in fact critical to the success of economic development efforts, then restoring partial property rule protection from eminent domain would be just as likely to lead Takers to redouble these efforts as to abandon land acquisition plans altogether.

That is not to say that prohibitory limits are cost-free. Presumably such limits would increase the cost of assembling land for economic development. They would also increase the risk of overcompensation, especially because property owners will continue to be entitled to relocation assistance
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even if eminent domain is taken off the table.\textsuperscript{285} And, of course, they empower holdouts to derail socially beneficial projects. But compensation-based reforms also entail risks: compensation strategies increase the likelihood of overcompensation; they rely on economic incentives to prevent political actors from undertaking inefficient projects; and, at best, they minimize the dignitary harms associated with private takings. \textit{Kelo} has placed the “public use” question squarely in the hands of legislators, who may justifiably balance the risks of prohibitory eminent domain reform— including the possible reduction in socially beneficial land assembly—against the costs of private takings.

\textsuperscript{285} See 42 U.S.C. § 4622 (2000) (defining the scope of relocation assistance as “[w]henever a program or project to be undertaken by a displacing agency will result in the displacement of any person”).